PRESS RELEASE
Frequency Management International and SCS Embedded Tech Enter a
Distribution Partnership Agreement
Huntington Beach, CA (May 5th, 2014) – Frequency Management International (FMI), a
leading manufacturer of a wide range of frequency control devices, has announced the signing of
an agreement with SCS Embedded Tech, a leading distributor of advanced embedded solutions
and components in North America. This distribution agreement provides customers with a diverse
range of solutions for their crystal and oscillator product needs.
FMI is a well-established US based company with more than 30 years’ experience in the
development and manufacturing of timing and frequency control solutions including crystals,
oscillators and related products for a wide range of commercial, industrial, and high-reliability
applications.
Kouros Sariri, FMI CEO commented: “Partnering with an established and experienced
distributor such as SCS Embedded Tech signifies an exciting step forward for FMI in delivering
products and solutions to a much wider customer base. We look forward to utilizing our mutually
complementing experience and organizational synergies to provide customers with a wide range
of engineering design and product support.”
“Our partnership with Frequency Management International will allow SCS Embedded Tech a
diverse product offering for quality crystal oscillators for all applications”. “Our partnership will
mutually benefit our long term existing customers as well as enhance and support FMI’s current
customers and business model”. Said Rachel Rathsburg, SCS Embedded Tech’s General
Manager.
About Frequency Management International: FMI offers product development,
manufacturing, quality assurance and logistics resources necessary to support a wide range
of component-based solutions for electronic frequency control and timing devices. Our
industrial, automotive and high-reliability products include packaged crystals, clock
oscillators, TCXOs, VCXOs, VCTCXOs and Phase Locked Sources. FMI products are
offered in the smallest industry standard surface mount form-factors as well as the
traditional through-hole packages. FMI is ISO 9001:2008 certified and a globally
recognized manufacturer of extreme environment products that are often required in high
reliability applications such as energy exploration, aerospace, and renewable geothermal
power generation.
About SCS Embedded Technologies: SCS is a Value-Added Distributor of Embedded
OEM Electronic Solutions and electronic components. SCS specializes in providing hightech supply services to the embedded OEM customer base in the medical, military,
industrial, and transportation market segments. The company’s management team is
experienced, well connected, and extremely knowledgeable in the intricacies of the supply
side of the high tech electronics business. SCS’s highly trained staff of application
professionals can support engineers with technical consultation from design to production.
SCS maintains an ISO9001-2008 certification and is a self-certified Woman Owned Small
Business (WOSB).
More information about FMI products, SCS locations and contacts can be found on
http://www.frequencymanagement.com and http://scsembeddedtech.com respectively.

